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Abstract 

 

Analysis of storing wind energy for periods of seconds to hours in 

ERCOT 

 

 

 

 

Robert Arthur Weber, Jr, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Ross Baldick 

 

Wind energy has dramatically changed the energy portfolio of Texas and more 

specifically, a region covering 75% of the state designated as ERCOT (Electric 

Reliability Council of Texas).  Hardly existent at all ten years ago, the amount of capacity 

the wind farms provide is over 9000MW and accounts for 10% of the total generation.  

Due to the intermittent nature of wind and limitations of transmission lines, short and 

long term storage of this energy would benefit wind farms and the grid as a whole.  This 

paper studies the relationship between wind, storage and real time electricity prices by 

analyzing prices and simulating a wind farm with different wind storage strategies over 

the course of a year.  Based on these simulations, it is found that an ideal storage medium 

with no losses could be in the money for $17.50/kW for long term storage and 

$1,998/kW for short term storage for prices similar to 2009-2010.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

            Wind energy has been the fastest growing energy source on a percentage basis 

since 1990 due to advances in wind turbine technology and their manufacturing, federal 

and state subsidies, and a galvanization of the green movement [10].  Texas has more 

wind generation than any other state and more than the next three largest wind producing 

states combined [9].  The amount of CO2 displaced as a result of wind generation varies 

by source, but is roughly 0.75 tons of CO2/MWh [10]. In 2009, the amount of wind 

produced in Texas was 20,600,000 MWh [11] meaning a reduction of approximately 

15,500,000 tons of CO2 released into the atmosphere. 

            Due to the large amount of wind capacity, many technical and market problems 

have arisen in dealing with this intermittent power source.  Wind typically blows more at 

night in West Texas leading to more generation when demand is at a minimum.  This is a 

problem because electricity needs to be used several milliseconds after it is produced, 

meaning that if the demand for electricity does not exist, the wind farms need to shut 

down.  Also, because transmission lines can carry only a finite amount of power across 

them, wind farms will also be shut down for periods of time when these lines are 

overloaded or near their maximum capacity.  This paper discusses how to take advantage 

of several storage techniques to use unneeded electricity seconds to hours later. 

            The geographic scope of this paper is the electric market in the Electric Reliability 

Council of Texas (ERCOT) which represents roughly 85% of the electric load and 75% 

of the state’s area [12].  First is an overview of the ERCOT market followed by an 
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overview of wind generation storage techniques and which ones will be optimal for West 

Texas wind farms.  A description is given on how the data was collected that was used in 

this report.  An analysis is then given on the economic benefits of long term storage 

techniques for a single wind farm.  An analysis of short term storage will be given by 

looking at the economic opportunities that exist in the ancillary services market.  

Simulations are then performed on raw wind data to see the simulated revenue of each 

storage scenario.  Future work is then discussed including how changes to the current 

ERCOT market and CREZ project will affect this analysis.  The paper then concludes 

with a summary of the data and analysis. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1    AN OVERVIEW OF THE ERCOT MARKET 

           The United States electric grid contains eight different regional entities that are 

each responsible for the reliability of the grid in their area.  These entities are regulated 

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the nongovernmental 

organization, known as the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC).  

Each of these organizations has the legal power, given to it by the Energy Policy Act of 

2005, to impose fines for violations of rules and laws governing the bulk electric system.

 The Texas Regional Entity (TRE) is “authorized by NERC to develop, monitor, 

assess, and enforce compliance with NERC Reliability Standards within the geographic 

boundaries of the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) region” [3].  As shown 

in Figure 2.1, ERCOT covers about 75% of Texas, containing all the major cities but 

excluding Lubbock, Amarillo, El Paso, Longview and Texarkana. ERCOT manages the 

flow of power to the state’s residents and businesses and ensures that no company 

engages in monopolistic behavior. To put the size of ERCOT in perspective, during the 

August 2003 Northeast blackout, the largest blackout in American history, a total of 

61,800 MW of generation was lost off the grid affecting 50 million people with an 

economic cost between $4 and $10 billion dollars [1].  The total amount of power lost 

was similar to the peak electricity usage in ERCOT on a summer afternoon.   
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Figure 2.1:  NERC map showing the different regional entities across North America. 

 
In 1999, the Texas senate voted to move from the investor owned regulated 

utilities business model to a restructured, less regulated market that includes a balancing 

energy market and a bilateral market. Today the ERCOT market is composed of many 

different entities, from the generators that produce electricity to the load serving entities 

that consume the power milliseconds later and the transmission service providers who 

allow these two entities to be connected. Although it is argued that restructuring 

contributed to a higher increase in electricity prices than neighboring states [6], it 

stimulated the industry to operate more efficiently. It is difficult to put an exact number 

on the economic impact of going to a deregulated market, the Perryman Group found that 

the 41,000 MW of generation added to the grid to replace older and less efficient units 

led to an investment of $134 billion in new infrastructure and 850,000 person-years of 
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employment [8].  This does not include the economic impact of the reduction of 

pollution, jobs created for retail electric providers and other consequences of a market 

system. 

Energy is settled between counterparties through a bilateral market and any 

shortages or excesses are covered by the balancing energy market.  For example, a 

Qualified Scheduling Entity, or QSE, can schedule a generator to produce 50 MW to 

cover a sale of 40 MW to a counterparty.  The remaining 10 MW that the generator is 

producing goes to the balancing market and is paid real time prices based on its output at 

the time.  The price of energy, usually represented in dollars per megawatt hour 

($/MWh), can clear both positive and negative.  The price is set by an algorithm that 

looks to see how much energy will be needed for the next 15 minutes based on demand 

and supply forecasts and uses a bid curve to find the market clearing price to procure the 

energy needed.  Bid curves are submitted by each generator or group of generators 

through a QSE.   

QSEs will submit bid curves based on the costs of the generators. In a process 

known as down balancing, a generator will move to a lower output level when the market 

clearing price is lower than its cost of generation as reflected in their bid. When this 

happens, the QSE is buying electricity at real-time prices and sells it to the counterparty 

in lieu of generation.  If prices were to go back up, the generator would move its output 

back up because it is more economical to produce the electricity than to buy it from the 

market. A QSE can submit up balancing bids to ERCOT to allow the generator to move 

up if the price becomes high enough.  This is used when a plant has a capacity to produce 

at higher prices where it becomes economic. 
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Negative prices are less likely to occur because it results in generators having to 

pay to produce electricity and loads paid to use electricity.  Negative prices occur in the 

west zone more often than any of the other zones of ERCOT during light load and heavy 

wind periods. The reason for this is that many wind farms are given subsidies from the 

federal government and indirectly from the state government that make it economical for 

them to produce power for a negative price. Also, coal and natural gas plants may have a 

minimum that they cannot go past unless there is a strong incentive. After the price 

becomes low enough, wind farms will go from full to zero output. This paper focuses on 

the economics of the wind generators storing this energy in these circumstances and 

producing the energy at higher priced times. 

Electricity needs to be consumed milliseconds after it is produced.  All across 

ERCOT, people and machines are turning on and off switches, motors and other 

electrical loads.  Prices are set every 15 minutes and in between those times the demand 

will move up or down. The grid operates best when generation matches load because at 

this point all the generators are rotating at their design speed of 3600 rotations per 

minute, or 60Hz.   The ancillary services market was created to provide an incentive for 

generators to move up or down between intervals based on real time demand and is 

composed of regulation, responsive reserves and non spin. Up regulation is used by 

moving the output level up when generation is lower than the demand, and down 

regulation is used when the opposite occurs. Responsive reserves are made up of two 

different things: generation and load acting as a resource (LaaR).  Responsive reserves 

are used to increase generators output in emergency situations usually when a large 

generator comes offline unexpectedly.  LaaR is load at concrete, steel and other large 
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plants that turn off their load within ten minutes to help put the generation and load back 

in balance.  Non spin is used when ERCOT operators determine a large change in load or 

generation that cannot be met by the generators online is going to occur thirty minutes 

from now.  The units get called on from an idle state and synchronize to the grid to 

provide power.  Non spin is most often used when wind generation is well under forecast. 

As mentioned earlier, prices are given every 15 minutes to four zones: North, 

Houston, South and West zones.  These zones are defined by ERCOT on a yearly basis 

after studying the largest constraints that occur on the system.  Constraints occur because 

transmission lines and transformers have a finite amount of power they can transmit.  

Most of the time all zones have the same price, but they will differ in price when flow 

from one zone to another that causes a transmission limit to bind.  When the generation is 

too high or too low in a specific area, ERCOT has a tool at its disposal to turn off or bring 

on generation.  This tool, the out of merit energy (OOME) dispatch, targets a specific 

generator when zonal dispatch is insufficient to keep flows on lines within limits.  In any 

particular part of the state, the price may not be high enough to bring on an expensive 

generator in the area and ERCOT will bring it on with an OOME dispatch to relieve 

strain on the transmission lines and prevent a blackout or brownout in the region. 
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Figure 2.2: Location of installed capacity and interconnection requests (wind only) [4]. 

Wind generators are often in remote parts of the state and usually clustered 

together with very little local load to transfer to.  The location of existing wind capacity is 

shown in Figure 2.2 in yellow along with blue showing what is under construction as of 

May 2010.  The white dots show what is under study and not necessarily approved.  All 

the dots are scaled to the amount of capacity or requested capacity in the county.  Wind 

generators in a small area may all be producing electricity but may be overloading lines 

or transformers. ERCOT operators will then issue dispatches to move the output of the 

generators in this area to zero or some lesser amount.  ERCOT cannot issue a dispatch to 

go higher than their current level because a wind generator does not have any reserves in 

the current market. 

Due to OOME dispatches and negative prices, wind generators would benefit 

from storing their power for later times.  As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the rate of wind 
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farms installation has stalled after the ramp up into 2008.  This is partly due to credit 

getting tighter, but it is also difficult to get financing to build a wind farm when it 

produces the most power at a time when prices are low. Technologies that have been 

developed and are under development to store power for seconds to hours are discussed 

in the next section. 
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative wind capacity in ERCOT from 1999 to 2014 [4]. 

2.2     AN OVERVIEW OF ENERGY STORAGE TECHNIQUES 

 
ERCOT understands the importance of investigating storage techniques and has a 

subcommittee, the Reliability and Operations Subcommittee (ROS) to study the future of 

these technologies and how they apply to the grid in Texas [5]. In their meeting in April 

2010, the subcommittee discussed several storage technologies including flywheel, 
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compressed air energy storage and battery technologies. Other technologies that could 

also be considered are thermal energy transfers, pumped hydroelectric, electrolysis and 

capacitors. 

2.2.1     FLYWHEEL STORAGE 

 
Flywheel energy storage (FES) technology stores kinetic energy storage by 

rotating disk. Modern day flywheel technology uses magnetic bearings, vacuum 

chambers and carbon fiber to get efficiencies of near 90% [16]. This technology has an 

energy density near 500kJ/kg with current power outputs of 3kWh to 133kWh [17]. The 

costs for current systems are between $100/kW to $300/kW or around $75,000/MWh 

[18]. 

2.2.2     COMPRESSED AIR ENERGY STORAGE 

 
Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is the technology where a large volume of 

air is compressed and then used to power a turbine when released. Abandoned mines are 

used and sealed by pumping water into them and crystallizing the salt to make it air tight 

[19]. CAES has been calculated to be the least cost solution for large scale power systems 

when including environmental costs and reliability needs [20]. 

2.2.3     BATTERY STORAGE 

 
Batteries work by transferring electric energy to chemical energy and back.  In 

spring of 2010, a small town in Texas at the end of a transmission line installed a sodium 
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sulfur battery capable of delivering 4 MW for 8 hours, or 32 MWh of energy, at a cost of 

$25 million [21].  The efficiency of lead acid batteries is typically around 95% when 

slowly discharging, but they lose efficiency at higher discharge rates [22].  This makes 

them suitable for long term storage rather than the quick bursts of energy needed in the 

short term. 

2.2.4     THERMAL STORAGE 

 
Thermal energy storage is technology to heat or cool a material and use the 

difference between it and the ambient temperature to produce power. Electricity from a 

wind farm could be used to heat water to power a steam generator. This technique would 

be based on the efficiency curve of the Carnot cycle which is around 40%. 

2.2.5     HYDROGEN STORAGE 

 
Another way to store power for later use is by electrolysis.  Electrolysis is the 

process of using direct current (DC) to produce hydrogen from water. Most wind turbines 

produce alternating current (AC), so there is a loss of energy in a conversion to DC from 

alternating current. Electrolysis efficiencies of 60% have been reached, but this does not 

include the losses of burning the hydrogen after its production [23]. Current estimates put 

the efficiency of a hydrogen engine at 45%, putting the total efficiency from wind turbine 

to hydrogen turbine at 27% [24]. 

2.2.6     PUMPED HYDROELECTRIC STORAGE 
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Pumped hydroelectric storage is already being used in parts of the United States. 

This technology is like a typical dam in that it stores water at a higher elevation and 

releases it to a lower level where a turbine is rotated by the moving water. However, as 

seen in Figure 2.4, pumped storage hydroelectric is different because it takes water from 

the lower reservoir and moves it up to the higher reservoir at periods of low electrical 

demand. Wind farms could be used in this process to push water up when they are 

curtailed to be used later at a time of higher demand. 

 

Figure: 2.4: Pumped storage plant [25]. 
 

2.2.7     CAPACITOR STORAGE 

 
Capacitors have made significant gains over the past decade.  Also known as 

ultracapacitors or supercapacitors, these new devices are able to provide energy very 
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quickly because it is stored in its electric field rather than chemical potential like 

batteries.  These capacitors differ from electrolytic and mylar capacitors in that they use 

nanotechnologies like carbon nanotubes to increase the surface area between the two 

plates where the charge is separated.  A supercapacitor with dimensions of 5cm by 5cm 

by 15cm can have a capacitance of 5000 farads [14].  Banks of capacitors could be used 

to store wind energy for seconds or hours.  The world’s largest capacitor bank in 

Germany is capable of storing 50 megajoules (MJ) or 0.014 MWh of energy at a cost of 

approximately 12 million dollars [15].  This capacitor bank is designed for short bursts of 

energy for generating large magnetic fields and may not cost the same amount of money 

to build for large scale purposes. 

2.3     AN OVERVIEW OF ERCOT’S PUBLIC DATA 

 
ERCOT’s website has been a great source of information for this analysis. 

Unfortunately, there is not a set of standards to keep the data consistent from dataset to 

dataset.  For example, the daily grid reports are a set of data that report on what 

significant events happened over the day and tells what units were forced to increase or 

decrease base on a transmission constraint. This data are stored on the ERCOT website, 

with a web page for each day and inconsistent spellings of plant names and different 

wording for the same events. This dataset was a good source in attempting to calculate 

how much wind power would have been on the grid had there not been a constraint.  For 

this data, a web scraper was developed to parse the data into a format that made it easier 

to calculate actual wind over an entire two year period. 
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Some long term data is from single sentences of subcommittee monthly reports.  

Other data was compiled from multiple Excel sheets to form a long term look at the last 

few years.  Data in this report will typically start at the earliest at January 1, 2008.  This is 

because there are many data sets that ERCOT does not publish before this date. 
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Chapter 3 

Long Term Storage 

3.1     TECHNOLOGIES 

 
Long term storage technologies like pumped hydroelectric, batteries, thermal 

energy and compressed air can store energy on the order of hours to days.  In this 

analysis, we will look at, wind output, missed opportunity of wind generation and on and 

off peak prices.  On peak is defined by ERCOT to be from 6am to 10pm and off peak 

from 10pm to 6am. 

3.2      WIND TRENDS 

 
 As mentioned in the introduction, wind in West Texas tends to blow more at 

night and less during the day. This can be seen in Figure 3.1 where the average wind 

power output is plotted with respect to the hour of the day. Note that if the wind farms 

were not curtailed for any reason, the averages would be higher.   
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Figure 3.1 Average wind power from January 1, 2007 to May 31, 2010. 

The monthly average wind output is shown in Figure 3.2 along with the amount 

of megawatts curtailed due to local or zonal congestion. This data is derived by taking the 

actual wind flow and adding the forecasted output of any wind farms that are curtailed for 

the hour. Since the method uses forecasted data, it is not entirely accurate, but it is the 

best source of data for finding out how much energy is typically curtailed. Over the 

period from April 2009 to June 2010, curtailments averaged 334 MW, equating to 

approximately 3.66 million MWh of power not utilized that could have powered 3.2 

million homes for a month [26]. One can see in Figure 3.3 that most curtailments come 

during the night or off peak hours. 
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Figure 3.2 Monthly average wind and curtailed wind from April 2009 to June 2010 [4]. 

 
Figure 3.3 Average power curtailed by hour ending. 

Coal and nuclear plants take days to go through start up procedures before they 

are ready to produce power and therefore stay on day and night for weeks to months at a 

time.  These plants are considered to be base load plants.  At times of higher demand, 
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natural gas plants will run throughout the night but can turn off in times of low demand.  

They are more flexible because they have start up times on the order of hours. Plant 

managers will optimize the plant during the night hours by weighing start costs, expected 

clearing prices and ancillary prices. 

3.3     ENERGY MARKET 

 
As can be seen from Figure 3.4, storing power at the minimum average price of 

$20/MWh and exporting it at the peak of the day near $75/MWh could net $55/MWh.  If 

one wind farm were to do this, prices would be affected minimally as one plant does not 

usually have enough influence on the price.  In Figure 3.5 and 3.6, the winter and summer 

month hourly averages are plotted to show that hourly storage strategies would need to 

change depending on the season. 

 

Figure 3.4 Hourly average price of power in the West zone and average across all four 
zones from January 2008 to June 2010. 
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Figure 3.5 Hourly average price of power in the West zone and average across all four 

zones for winter months between January 2008 to June 2010. 

 
Figure 3.6 Average price of power in the West zone and average across all four zones for 

summer months between January 2008 and June 2010. 

The typical demand curves for winter and summer differ in their shape.  During 

the winter months, a bimodal pattern will occur as seen in Figure 3.7.  The summer load 
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curve, as seen in Figure 3.8, normally has a smooth ramp up to a peak in the afternoon 

and then drops back down where to reach its minimum in the middle of the night. 

 

Figure 3.7 Winter demand curve (day shown is January 6, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Summer demand curve (day shown is July 6, 2010). 
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Losses and inefficiencies of transferring from one medium to another will occur.  

In Equation 3.1, the losses are described as  

 (Equation 3.1) 

where  is the power that is transported out from the storage medium,  is the 

power that is stored in the storage medium,  is the efficiency of the AC to DC and DC 

to AC inverters (if needed), is the efficiency of converting electricity into the medium, 

 is the efficiency of converting the power from the storage medium into electricity 

and  is the power lost over time in the storage medium.   could be 

evaporation as in the hydroelectric storage technique or cooling down of a thermal 

process and is defined as  

.    (Equation 3.2) 

The constants C and β will depend on the medium energy is stored in.  Assuming the 

wind farm will only store energy during times of zonal or local congestion, the revenue is 

defined as 

  (Equation 3.3) 
 

where 0 ≤ α < 1 and equal to , MCPE is the clearing price of energy and Es is 

the stored energy when released at MCPE.  An α of 1 means the storage has perfect 

efficiencies when transferring from medium to medium, β equal to 0 means there are no 

time losses associated with the medium and a low C means there are low overhead losses 

in energy. 
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3.4     ANCILLARY MARKET 

 
The ancillary services market provides a means to keep the grid stable based on 

second to second fluctuations and response to emergency situations.  Technically, wind 

could provide down regulation today with no additional capital expenses, however the 

current ERCOT protocols do not allow a wind resource to provide this service. If a down 

regulation signal were to be sent to the wind farm, the wind farm could pivot the blades 

of the turbine to reduce the efficiency of individual turbines. Up regulation and 

responsive could also be provided by wind farms with current setups, although not as 

securely as down regulation. The wind farm could throttle the power output down with 

room to move up if up regulation or responsive is needed. 

The problem with regulation and responsive in the current market is that they are 

offered in the day before they are actually provided. Wind forecasts made one day before 

are inherently inaccurate and tend to be more accurate as an aggregated total for all wind 

farms, not individuals.  That means an individual wind farm may be offering to supply 

capacity that will ultimately be difficult to provide because of a market time requirement 

of submitting bids at 1pm the day before.  

Regulation and responsive markets are settled such that the unit is paid for the 

amount of megawatts provided multiplied by the market clearing price of capacity 

(MCPC) cleared at plus any megawatts that are generated multiplied by the market 

clearing price for energy.   For example, a unit providing 40 MW of down regulation 

while at a schedule of 100MW will get paid 100 MW * MCPE + 40 MW * MCPCdown 
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where MCPCdown is the down regulation clearing price.  If down regulation is used, then 

the amount of power applied to the MCPE goes down.  Likewise, up regulation and 

responsive will get paid the capacity they are providing and paid for MCPE for only 

megawatts they are generating. 

When down regulation is called on, the energy would be stored to be used for hours later 

and the clearing price of down regulation would go directly into the revenue.  The 

estimated revenue generated by storing energy minute to minute for ancillary services is 

given as   

    (Equation 3.4) 

where MCPCi is the clearing price for the ancillary service and MWi is the capacity.  The 

sum is defined as  

 

         (Equation 3.5) 

where MWdown is the down regulation capacity, MCPCup is the clearing price for up 

regulation, MWup is the up regulation capacity, MCPCres is the clearing price for 

responsive reserves and  MWres is the responsive reserves capacity, 
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Chapter 4 

Short Term Storage 

Short term storage technologies like capacitors, flywheels and batteries could be 

used to provide power in the ancillary market.  Short term storage would involve using 

the ancillary market to provide for both down regulation and up regulation for the same 

hour.  When down regulation is called for, the wind farm would store the energy in a 

medium along with the capacity reserved for up regulation.  Seconds to minutes later 

when up regulation is called for, the wind farm would release the stored energy.  

Assuming the price for energy is the same between adjacent intervals, the estimated 

revenue would be 

. 

(Equation 4.1) 

Since 2008, the down regulation price during the off peak hours has cleared on 

average at $13.70.  The clearing price for down regulation is plotted versus the price for 

energy in the North zone in Figure 4.1.  There tends to be a 1/x envelope containing the 

data. This makes sense because if the price for energy is high, more generators are going 

to be on and more able to provide regulation.  If there is a large supply for regulation, the 

price will be low. The opposite is true in that if the prices are expected to be low, fewer 

generators are going to be on raising the price because of less supply. 
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Figure 4.1 Down regulation clearing price versus North Zone energy price. 

Up regulation and responsive reserves have cleared at $9.69 and $11.47, 

respectively, from January 2008 to June of 2010.  The same 1/x relationship observed for 

down regulation is also seen for up regulation and responsive with more outliers. This is 

shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Up regulation clearing price versus North Zone energy price. 
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Figure 4.3 Responsive reserve clearing price versus North Zone energy price. 

 

This data shows that there is an economic opportunity for storing energy for short 

periods of time for the ancillary markets when prices are low. However, as shown in 

Figures 4.4, the average price of up regulation and responsive reserves is plotted versus 

the actual wind output shows as wind is more powerful the price goes down while the 

down regulation price stays relatively flat.   
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Figure 4.4 Average down regulation, up regulation and responsive reserves prices versus 
wind energy output. 

To find the economic opportunity that a wind farm has for providing into the 

regulation market, the total amount of wind is assumed to be over 2000 MW (otherwise 

there will be little capacity).  The average down regulation, up regulation and responsive 

reserve price for these criteria is $13.40/MWh, $13.25/MWh and $14.40/MWh, 

respectively.  The average price for energy in the West Zone with these criteria was 

$26.66/MWh.  Using equation 4.1, the potential revenue for storing energy is 

approximately $26.65/MWh which shows there is little incentive to invest capital in 

storage technology when a wind farm could capture the same value by generating energy 

into the market at approximately the same price.  If twice as much up regulation were bid 

in as down regulation, the revenue drops down to $13.24/MWh. 

If a different strategy were used in which the wind farm stores down regulation 

energy and then releases it for up regulation, but does not depend on the wind turbines to 

produce any power for an up regulation signal, the equation 4.1 becomes 
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. (Equation 4.2) 

This does not lose any opportunity to provide energy because it depends solely on 

the storage medium.  This becomes a more attractive option at an estimated price per 

megawatt hour of $53.31/MWh.  This strategy is a little more risky because when up 

regulation is called on, there could be nothing left in the storage medium.  A more likely 

strategy would be use the storage medium until it was depleted and then back off the 

generation of the wind farm to recharge the load and provide capacity at the same time.  

These strategies will be tested in the simulation section. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulation with Wind Data 

5.1     SIMULATION DATA 

 

To help prove the concepts and numbers previously cited, we now turn to a 

simulation with actual wind output data.  The wind output data is from a West Texas 

wind farm scaled to a maximum of 100MW to protect its confidential information.  Data 

was pulled with a 15 minute and 1 minute sample rate between January 1, 2009 and June 

30, 2010.  One consecutive year worth of data was randomly picked from this set. 

The 15 minute and 1 minute sampled data aggregates to 227GWh and 226.7GWh, 

respectively, over the year period with the 0.1% difference in the totals caused by 

ramping, telemetry issues and other factors.  The software program Matlab from 

Mathworks was used to simulate storage of wind energy for hours by storing wind when 

it is being curtailed and coming on during peak hours in the afternoon and another 

simulation where the storage unit is able to perform a quick start.  A quick start unit will 

come on when prices spike and usually stay off for longer periods of time.  The 

simulation is run on the assumption that the wind farm will not have an impact on the 

energy clearing prices which is a required assumption as all the bid curves are not 

available from ERCOT.  A 15 minute sample rate was used in this simulation.  

A simulation with ancillaries was also performed by a wind farm that provided 

random amounts of all three ancillary services.  The extra energy stored while providing 

ancillaries are then released as a quick start unit.  It is assumed the asset manager will 

have a very accurate forecast of the wind farm which is not necessarily the case.  To 
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compensate for this, at most, 10% of the forecasted hour rounded down was bid into the 

market.  The simulation also assumes the ancillary clearing price and energy clearing 

price will not change based on the unit bidding into the market.  A short term storage 

simulation is performed by bidding in five percent of its energy schedule for down 

regulation and five percent for up regulation.  The wind farm is at full output unless the 

storage medium is not charged up in which point it will back its generation down to 

charge them back up. 

Due to the nature of ancillary services, a one minute sample rate was used.  Since 

one minute resolution of the aggregate regulation is not provided by ERCOT, hourly data 

was filled with random movements for each minute.  The random movements were 

generated by producing a Gaussian random number with a standard deviation of 100MW 

and mean of 0MW which was then added to the previous regulation deployment.  The 

raw aggregate signal had a mean of 50MW and standard deviation of 335MW with a 

range from -1330MW to 1400MW.  The generated signal had a mean of -50MW, 

standard deviation of 350MW and a range from -1460MW to 1460MW.  The regulation 

was capped at the historic procured ancillaries for that hour which was an average of 

±650MW but could reach as high as ±1300MW.  If the unit faces a curtailment, the unit 

will go down except for the energy providing the ancillary service. 

 In each simulation it was assumed that there would be no losses in order to 

produce a best case scenario.  When solving for the capital cost floor in units of dollar per 

kilowatt of capacity, an interest rate of 7% over a 25 year period was used with an 

assumption that the same revenues would be realized year after year.  To put these 

numbers in perspective, a natural gas combined cycle plant is $554/kW, pulverized coal 

is $1,562/kW and an integrated gasification combined cycle plant is $1841/kW in 2007 

dollars [27]. 
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5.2     LONG TERM STORAGE RELEASING ENERGY AS QUICK START 

 

In the first simulation, when the wind farm is curtailed due to zonal or local 

congestion, the wind farm charges a storage medium.  When the price rises above the 

quick start price, part of the energy is released until all the reserves are used up. 

In Figure 5.1, the energy stored per 15 minute period is plotted for the year.  The 

energy is stored for both local and zonal congestion.  In Figure 5.2, the quick start price is 

varied between $1/MWh and $100/MWh with the maximum revenue at approximately 

$29/MWh.  This results in $1.5 million or $300,000 more than an offer of $1/MWh.  If 

this were a real unit, it would most likely be optimized by an asset manager or trader even 

further.  The maximum release rate is varied in Figure 5.3 showing that the more than can 

be released in a single interval, the better.  There is a point of diminishing returns near 

40MWh/15 minutes, or 160MWh/h, a little higher than a typical energy release of a 

natural gas quick start unit.  The maximum amount of storage is changed in Figure 5.4 

and shows to increase its profitability logarithmically with the more energy storage that is 

available.  This will tend to be a function of the number of curtailments at a particular 

site.  If there are no curtailments at a site, one would expect there would be no increase in 

revenues with an increase of storage.  If a capacity of 1000MWh is used then the capital 

cost for this capacity would have to be lower than $17.48/kW. 
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Figure 5.1 Energy stored per 15 minute interval over a year with infinite storage. 

 

Figure 5.2 Variation in quick start price [$/MWh] for a unit with infinite storage and a 

maximum release of 15MWh/15 minutes. 
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Figure 5.3 Variation in maximum energy transfer rate [$/MWh] for a unit with infinite 
storage and a quick start price of $10/MWh. 

 

Figure 5.4 Variation in maximum energy that can be stored [$/MWh] for a unit with a 
quick start price of $10/MWh and maximum transfer rate of 10MW/hour. 
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5.3     LONG TERM STORAGE RELEASING ENERGY DURING THE AFTERNOON PEAK 

 

 In the second simulation, energy is stored as before but is released only during 

between 3pm and 5pm, regardless of price.  In Figure 5.5, an increase in the maximum 

transfer rate leads to an increase in revenues.  It does not rise as fast as it does in the 

previous simulation, leading one to believe that the previous unit was able to capitalize 

on volatility in the market.  In Figure 5.6, the maximum energy storage is adjusted and 

shows an economic diminishing return near 1000MWh of storage for $180,000 in 

revenue per year, or a capital cost of $2.10/kW. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Variation in maximum energy transfer rate [$/MWh] for a unit with infinite 
storage. 
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Figure 5.6 Variation in maximum energy that can be stored [$/MWh] for a unit with a 
maximum transfer rate of 10MW/hour. 

5.4     LONG TERM STORAGE OF ANCILLARY SERVICES  

 

In this scenario, a unit bids in for down regulation, up regulation and responsive reserve 

capacity.  When down regulation is called on, the unit moves its generation going to the 

grid to the storage medium.  When providing for up regulation and responsive reserves, 

the unit is charging the storage medium and when the signal is called for either service, 

moves up.  The most that the unit will offer is 3% of its schedule for the hour for each 
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service, meaning 9% of its capacity could be allocated to the ancillary market.  In Figure 

5.7 and 5.8, the maximum storage and maximum energy transfer rate is varied once again 

with very little change in the revenue.  In both cases, it is close to $150,000, which is 

substantially different than the previous two scenarios and is due to less energy being 

stored.  The capital cost in this simulation calculates to be $1,748/kW. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Variation in maximum energy that can be stored [$/MWh] for a unit with a 
maximum transfer rate of 10MW/hour. 
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Figure 5.8 Variation in maximum energy transfer rate [$/MWh] for a unit with infinite 
storage. 

 

5.5     SHORT TERM STORAGE OF ANCILLARY SERVICES 

 

In this scenario, a unit bids in for down regulation and up regulation in equal amounts.  

When down regulation is called on, the unit moves its generation from the grid to the 

storage unit like in the previous simulation.  When up regulation is called, it is pulled 

from the storage medium and the wind farm is at full output.  When the storage medium 

gets low on reserves, the wind farm charges it back up by decreasing its energy output to 

the grid. 
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When running the simulation with equal amounts of up regulation and down 

regulation of capacity, the simulation showed a negative accumulation for the year was at 

1070MWh, but released a total of 3660MWh.  This means that the wind farm had to back 

down more than expected to provide the up regulation.  This simulation showed that the 

wind farm would have made $7.36 million dollars without any storage and with this 

strategy would have made $7.60 million dollars for the year.  This is a difference of 

$240,000 for an average up regulation capacity of 1.4MW for a year, or in order to make 

a profit, a capital cost lower than $1,998/kW. 

Changing the previous scenario slightly gives better results in terms of the sum of 

the energy storage over the year.  When the up regulation is half of the down regulation, 

the accumulated total is very near 0MW with 1390MWh of energy released from storage.  

In terms of money, this scenario yielded only $6,600 from the stored energy.  The only 

money that is made off of this scenario is from the ancillary market in which it takes in 

$16,300 for the year for an average up regulation capacity of 0.5MW of capacity for a 

year, or a capital cost lower than $154/kW to turn a profit. 
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Chapter 6 

Wide Spread Implementation 

 
            The previous analysis considered one wind farm taking advantage of a storage 

medium and capturing economic opportunities. Due to the economies of scale, creating a 

storage solution for one wind farm would be more expensive per unit than a storage 

solution for multiple wind farms. However, if many wind farms start storing their power 

for later, with more generation and lower prices during the peak, there is less economic 

opportunity to finance the project.  This is analogous to wind farms being created in the 

first place.  With one wind farm, there was enough transmission line capacity to move all 

the power from the farm to the load.  When many wind farms started being constructed in 

the same area, the first wind farm had lost its economic advantage because there was not 

as much opportunity to export to high load centers due to curtailments.  Something like a 

federal or state carbon tax, government subsidies or market conditions could cause this to 

happen. 

Another part of the economic equation is the reliability and stability of the electric 

grid.  Long and short term storage would decrease volatility by limiting the large 

fluctuations in wind output.  Wind decreasing from 1700 MW to 300 MW in about 30 

minutes was the cause of an emergency situation in February 2008.  If storage were 

available, then this situation would be alleviated by the wind farm’s storage.  A more 

reliable grid would be able to handle more wind power and wind power would become 

part of the base load power.     
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Chapter 7 

Future Work 

 
ERCOT is preparing to go to a nodal market on December 1, 2010.  A nodal 

market works differently than a zonal market in that there is a finer resolution that 

generators and loads settle on.  In the ERCOT nodal market, ancillary services would be 

procured in areas rather than across the zone (and in some cases the entire region) in the 

zonal market.  The transmission congestion rights (TCRs) in the zonal market are going 

to become obsolete in favor of CRRs (congestion revenue rights).  CRRs allow financial 

hedging against local and region congestion to protect loads and generators on a much 

finer scale than TCRs.  The work in this report can be extrapolated into the nodal market 

in some respects, but further studying would be needed to verify this. 

After many wind farms had been constructed, it was clear that there needed to be 

more transmission lines constructed to the high wind regions.  There was a chicken and 

egg kind of problem though; transmission companies did not want to build transmission 

lines to wind farms that did not exist and wind companies did not want to construct wind 

farms where there was no transmission left.  It takes about a year to construct a wind farm 

and about five years to construct a transmission line.  The Texas Legislation had ERCOT 

investigate what to do and it was decided that the transmission companies should build 

lines out there first.   

Once these transmission projects, known as Competitive Renewable Energy 

Zones (CREZ), are completed, much more wind generation will be able to be connected 
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to the grid, which could dramatically change this analysis.  The CREZ lines could allow 

as much as 18,000 MW of wind power to flow, effectively doubling to tripling the 

amount of wind power that could be used.  Therefore the analysis done in this report 

would need to be tailored to the difference in generation makeup of the state. 

Traditional plants backing up the wind generation on site may also be an 

economic gain for some wind farms. Although running a gas plant requires water and 

produces CO2, they could utilize the transmission lines when the wind is calm.  A gas 

generator may also be able to help control the voltage levels which can be a problem for 

transmission companies. Wärtsilä, a Finnish electrical generation manufacturer, was 

awarded a contract to build a 170 MW natural gas plant in the Antelope Station near 

significant wind generation. I would like to analyze how these two different types of 

generations may be able to work together to provide reliability and be economical 

feasible. 

Large scale wind implementation needs further investigating which I hope to do 

in the future.  As seen in Figure 7.1, the change in megawatts between -$100 and $100 is 

very sharp with nearly 15,000MW changing during the off peak and 40,000 MW during 

the on peak.  Analysis at the coal and gas break points will shed some light on how many 

megawatts would be displaced with stored wind if done on a large scale.  If 1000MW 

were released at near the coal break point of $20, the price would not change that much 

because there are thousands of megawatts at that point in the bid curve.  If the wind were 

released near $60 where less efficient natural gas units run, the price for the interval 

would drop $40 because there are only 1000MW between $60 and $100.  Obviously 

there is much information to be learned from these bid curves and large scale 
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implementation of storing wind energy would certainly affect these prices due to 

competition. 

  

Figure 7.1 Average aggregated bid curve during the July 2009 summer month. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

 
 In this paper, a general overview of the electric market in ERCOT and the impact 

that wind has had on that market was discussed in detail.  Different storage technologies 

were referenced to show the wide range of options a developer has to choose from.  Long 

term wind storage was analyzed to show that the breakeven point is $17.48/kW for 

storing curtailed energy and $1,748/kW for energy also obtained from the ancillary 

market.  These numbers vary greatly and show that the ability for the wind farm to go 

into the ancillary market is crucial for its financial success.  To compare these numbers to 

a traditional natural gas plant, the typical capital cost is $554/kW.  A heavy subsidy or 

inexpensive technology solution would be needed to turn a profit at these levels.  This 

analysis depended on the strategy used and the price staying relatively close to 2009-

2010 prices in both average and volatility.   

A short term wind storage technique was shown to have a capital cost floor at 

$1,998/kW in the best case, but was more dependent on the instantaneous output of the 

wind farm than in other simulations.  In this analysis, a storage unit would store energy 

for seconds to minutes later and would make most of the money from the ancillary 

market rather than the energy market.  Simulations were then performed on all the 

scenarios mentioned and verified the results along with illustrating that there is room for 

optimization of capital. 
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It was then pointed out that wide spread implementation could causes prices to 

fall if many wind farms did this.  Future work was then considered to determine what 

analysis could be done from this report and what other scenarios and strategies need 

investigating.  
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Appendix A 

Matlab Code 

A.1 STRATEGY 1 

function [storagemoney,lossmoney,energystored,energyreleased] = 

strategy1(realtimedata,price,scheduledoutput, actualoutput, curtailmentflag, maxstorage, 

maxrelease, storageefficiency, samplerate, qsprice) 

%Input 

%realtimedata = [date, hour, system demand, frequency, generation, regulation,... 

%   responsive reserves, online capacity, spinning reserves, wind output] 

%price = energy clearing price in the west zone 

%scheduledoutput = the wind farm's scheduled output, given hourly 

%actualoutput = the actual wind farm's actual MW outpu 

%curtailmentflag =  1 - normal operation 

%     2 - zonal congestion 

%     3 - OOME 

%     4 - OOMVEVDI 

%maxstorage = the maximum amount of energy that can be stored in the medium 

%maxrelease = the maximum amount that the storage unit can release in 15 minutes 

%storageefficiency = the efficiency of the storage medium 

%samplerate = the sample rate of the raw data set [min/sample] 

%qsprice = the price before the unit will come online 

% 

%Output 
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%storagemoney = the amount of money that was made from storing in 

%lossmoney = money not made because of curtailment 

energyreleased=0; 

energystored=0; 

storagemoney = 0; 

lossmoney = 0;lossmoneyint=0; 

j=1;k=1; 

for i=1:1:length(actualoutput) %15 minute data 

 if (mod(i,4)==0) %new hour :00 - :15 

  j=floor(i/4)+1;k=j+1; 

 else    %current hour :15-:30, :30-:45, :45-00 

  j=floor(i/4)+1;k=j; 

 end 

 scheduledoutputtemp = [scheduledoutput(j);scheduledoutput(k)]; 

 if curtailmentflag(i)==2 %zonal 

energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutputtemp-actualoutput(i:i+1)) * 

samplerate/60; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 end 

 if curtailmentflag(i)==3||curtailmentflag(i)==4 %local 

energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutputtemp-actualoutput(i:i+1)) * 

samplerate/60; 

  lossmoneyint = price(i)*energystoredint; 

  lossmoney = lossmoney + lossmoneyint; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 
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 end 

 if curtailmentflag(i)==1 && price(i)>qsprice 

%can only release energy available 

  energyreleasedint = min(maxrelease,energystored)*samplerate/60; 

energystored = energystored-energyreleasedint; 

  storagemoneyint = energyreleasedint*price(i); 

  storagemoney = storagemoney + storagemoneyint; 

  energyreleased = energyreleasedint + energyreleased; 

 end 

 if energystored>maxstorage 

  energystored=maxstorage; 

 end 

end 

A.2 STRATEGY 2 

function [storagemoney,lossmoney,energystored,energyreleased] 

=strategy2(realtimedata,price,scheduledoutput, actualoutput, curtailmentflag, maxstorage, 

maxrelease, storageefficiency, samplerate, qsprice) 

%Input 

%realtimedata = [date, hour, system demand, frequency, generation, regulation,... 

% responsive reserves, online capacity, spinning reserves, wind output] 

%price = energy clearing price in the west zone 

%scheduledoutput = the wind farm's scheduled output, given hourly 

%actualoutput = the actual wind farm's actual MW outpu 

%curtailmentflag =  1 - normal operation 

%  2 - zonal congestion 

%  3 - OOME 

%  4 - OOMVEVDI 
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%maxstorage = the maximum amount of energy that can be stored in the medium 

%maxrelease = the maximum amount that the storage unit can release in 15 minutes 

%storageefficiency = the efficiency of the storage medium 

%samplerate = the sample rate of the raw data set [min/sample] 

%qsprice = the price before the unit will come online 

% 

%Output 

%storagemoney = the amount of money that was made from storing in 

%lossmoney = money not made because of curtailment 

 

energyreleased=0; 

energystored=0; 

storagemoney = 0; 

lossmoney = 0;lossmoneyint=0; 

j=1;k=1; 

for i=1:1:length(actualoutput) %15 minute data 

 if (mod(i,4)==0) %new hour :00 - :15 

  j=floor(i/4)+1;k=j+1; 

 else    %current hour :15-:30, :30-:45, :45-00 

  j=floor(i/4)+1;k=j; 

 end 

 scheduledoutputtemp = [scheduledoutput(j);scheduledoutput(k)]; 

 if curtailmentflag(i)==2 %zonal 

  energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutputtemp-

actualoutput(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

  end 

 if curtailmentflag(i)==3||curtailmentflag(i)==4 %local 

  energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutputtemp-

actualoutput(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 
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  lossmoneyint = price(i,3)*energystoredint; 

  lossmoney = lossmoney + lossmoneyint; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

  end 

 if curtailmentflag(i)==1 && (price(i,2)==16 || price(i,2)==17) 

%can only release energy available   

energyreleasedint = min(maxrelease,energystored)*samplerate/60;  

  energystored = energystored-energyreleasedint; 

  storagemoneyint = energyreleasedint*price(i,3); 

  storagemoney = storagemoney + storagemoneyint; 

  energyreleased = energyreleasedint + energyreleased; 

  end 

 if energystored>maxstorage 

  energystored=maxstorage; 

 end 

 

end 

A.3 STRATEGY 3 

function [storagemoney,lossmoney,energystored,energyreleased,ancillarymoney] = 

strategy3(realtimedata,price,mcpc,scheduledoutput, actualoutput, curtailmentflag, 

maxstorage, maxrelease, storageefficiency, samplerate, qsprice) 

%Input 

%realtimedata = [date, hour, system demand, frequency, generation, regulation,... 

%   responsive reserves, online capacity, spinning reserves, wind output] 

%price = energy clearing price in the west zone 

%mcpc = ancillary clearing price in ERCOT 

%scheduledoutput = the wind farm's scheduled output, given hourly 

%actualoutput = the actual wind farm's actual MW outpu 

%curtailmentflag =  1 - normal operation 
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%   2 - zonal congestion 

%   3 - OOME 

%   4 - OOMVEVDI 

%    as 15 minute data 

%maxstorage = the maximum amount of energy that can be stored in the medium 

%maxrelease = the maximum amount that the storage unit can release in 15 minutes 

%storageefficiency = the efficiency of the storage medium 

%samplerate = the sample rate of the raw data set [min/sample] 

%qsprice = the price before the unit will come online 

% 

%Output 

%storagemoney = the amount of money that was made from storing in 

%lossmoney = money not made because of curtailment 

 

energyreleased=0; 

energystored=0; 

storagemoney = 0; 

lossmoney = 0;lossmoneyint=0; 

poc = .03; %percentage of energy schedule willing to bid into the ancillary market 

j=1;k=1; 

 

%setup ancillaries 

 downregmw = round(poc*scheduledoutput.*rand(length(scheduledoutput),1)); 

 upregmw = round(poc*scheduledoutput.*rand(length(scheduledoutput),1)); 

 regmw = round(poc*scheduledoutput.*rand(length(scheduledoutput),1)); 

 scheduledoutputwithancillaries = scheduledoutput-upregmw-regmw; 

 

%convert 15 minute data to 1 minute data 

for n=1:1:length(curtailmentflag) 

 curtailmentflag1m(15*(n-1)+1:15*(n-1)+15)=curtailmentflag(n); 
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end 

%convert 60 minute data to 1 minute data 

for n=1:1:length(mcpc-1) 

 regulation1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=-

((realtimedata(n,6)+realtimedata(n+1,6))*mod(n,60)/60+realtimedata(n,6)); %negative to 

account for up reg being negative 

 downregprice1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=mcpc(n,1); 

 regprice1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=mcpc(n,3); 

 upregprice1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=mcpc(n,4); 

 scheduledoutput1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=scheduledoutputwithancillaries(n); 

end 

 

ancillarymoney = 

sum((mcpc(:,1).*downregmw(1:length(mcpc))+mcpc(:,4).*upregmw(1:length(mcpc)) 

+mcpc(:,3).*regmw(1:length(mcpc)))) 

scheduledoutput1m=scheduledoutput1m'; 

for i=1:1:length(mcpc(:,1)) %15 minute data 

 if curtailmentflag1m(i)==2 %zonal 

energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutput1m(i:i+1)-

actualoutput(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 end 

 if curtailmentflag1m(i)==3||curtailmentflag1m(i)==4 %local 

energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutput1m(i:i+1) - 

actualoutput(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 

  lossmoneyint = price(i,3)*energystoredint; 

  lossmoney = lossmoney + lossmoneyint; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 end 

 if (regulation1m(i)>=0) %up reg and responsive 
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%more than 700MW are being deployed so probably responsive is too 

  if regulation1m>700  

energystoredint = trapz(upregmw(i:i+1)*(1-

(regulation1m(i))/800))*samplerate/60; 

  else  

energystoredint = trapz(upregmw(i:i+1)*(1-

(regulation1m(i)/800))+regmw(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 

  end  

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 else %down reg 

energystoredint = trapz(downregmw(i:i+1)*(-

regulation1m(i)/800))*samplerate/60; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 end 

if curtailmentflag1m(i)==1 && (price(i,3)>qsprice || (price(i,2)==16 || 

price(i,2)==17)) 

%can only release energy available 

  energyreleasedint = min(maxrelease,energystored)*samplerate/60;  

  energystored = energystored-energyreleasedint; 

  storagemoneyint = energyreleasedint*price(i,3); 

  storagemoney = storagemoney + storagemoneyint; 

  energyreleased = energyreleasedint + energyreleased; 

 end 

 if energystored>maxstorage 

  energystored=maxstorage; 

 end 

 

end 
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A.4 STRATEGY 4 

function [storagemoney,withoutstoragemoney,energystored,energyreleased, 

ancillarymoney, allmoney ] = strategy4(realtimedata,price,mcpc,scheduledoutput, 

actualoutput, curtailmentflag, maxstorage, maxrelease, storageefficiency, samplerate, 

qsprice) 

%Input 

%realtimedata = [date, hour, system demand, frequency, generation, regulation,... 

%   responsive reserves, online capacity, spinning reserves, wind output] 

%price = energy clearing price in the west zone 

%mcpc = ancillary clearing price in ERCOT 

%scheduledoutput = the wind farm's scheduled output, given hourly 

%actualoutput = the actual wind farm's actual MW outpu 

%curtailmentflag =  1 - normal operation 

%   2 - zonal congestion 

%   3 - OOME 

%   4 - OOMVEVDI 

%  as 15 minute data 

%maxstorage = the maximum amount of energy that can be stored in the medium 

%maxrelease = the maximum amount that the storage unit can release in 15 minutes 

%storageefficiency = the efficiency of the storage medium 

%samplerate = the sample rate of the raw data set [min/sample] 

%qsprice = the price before the unit will come online 

% 

%Output 

%storagemoney = the amount of money that was made from storing in 

%lossmoney = money not made because of curtailment 

 

energyreleased=0; 

energystored=0;energystoredint=0; 

storagemoney = 0; 
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lossmoney = 0;lossmoneyint=0; 

allmoney=0; 

poc = .05; %percentage of energy schedule willing to bid into the ancillary market 

j=1;k=1; 

 

%convert 15 minute data to 1 minute data 

for n=1:1:length(curtailmentflag) 

 curtailmentflag1m(15*(n-1)+1:15*(n-1)+15)=curtailmentflag(n); 

 price1m(15*(n-1)+1:15*(n-1)+15)=price(n); 

end 

curtailmentflag1m=curtailmentflag; 

price1m=price'; 

 

%convert 60 minute data to 1 minute data 

for n=1:1:length(mcpc-1) 

regulation1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=-((realtimedata(n,6)+randn(1,60)*100)); 

%negative to account for up reg being negative 

 downregprice1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=mcpc(n,1); 

 upregprice1m(60*(n-1)+1:60*(n-1)+60)=mcpc(n,4); 

 scheduledoutput1m(4*(n-1)+1:4*(n-1)+4)=scheduledoutput(n); 

end 

%setup ancillaries for price calculation 

downregmw = floor(poc*scheduledoutput); 

upregmw = floor(poc/2*scheduledoutput); 

ancillarymoney = sum((mcpc(:,1).*downregmw(1:length(mcpc))  

+mcpc(:,4).*upregmw(1:length(mcpc)))); 

clear downregmw upregmw 
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%setup ancillaries 

downregmw = floor(poc*scheduledoutput1m); 

upregmw = floor(poc/2*scheduledoutput1m); 

mean(upregmw) 

mean(downregmw) 

 

withoutstoragemoney=sum(scheduledoutput1m.*price1m)*samplerate/60; 

scheduledoutput1m=scheduledoutput1m'; 

 

for i=1:1:length(scheduledoutput1m)-1 %1 minute data 

 if curtailmentflag1m(i)==2 %zonal 

energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutput1m(i:i+1) - 

actualoutput(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 

  lossmoneyint = price(i)*energystoredint; 

  lossmoney = lossmoney + lossmoneyint; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 end 

 if curtailmentflag1m(i)==3||curtailmentflag1m(i)==4 %local 

energystoredint = trapz(scheduledoutput1m(i:i+1) - 

actualoutput(i:i+1))*samplerate/60; 

  lossmoneyint = price(i)*energystoredint; 

  lossmoney = lossmoney + lossmoneyint; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

 end 

 if (regulation1m(i)>=0) %up reg and responsive 

energystoredint = trapz(upregmw(i:i+1)*(1-

(max(regulation1m(i),0)/800)))*samplerate/60; 

  energystored = energystored-energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

  energyreleased = energystoredint + energyreleased; 

  if energystored-maxrelease<0 %need to charge back up 
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   scheduledoutput1m(i+1)=scheduledoutput1m(i+1)-upregmw(i+1); 

 end 

  storagemoney = rice1m(i)*energystoredint*samplerate/60+storagemoney; 

allmoney = price1m(i)*(scheduledoutput1m(i)+energystoredint)* 

samplerate/60+allmoney; 

 else %down reg 

energystoredint = trapz(downregmw(i:i+1)*(-

min(regulation1m(i),0)/800)) * samplerate/60; 

  energystored = energystored+energystoredint*storageefficiency; 

  allmoney = price1m(i)*(scheduledoutput1m(i))*samplerate/60+allmoney; 

 end 

    if energystored>maxstorage 

  energystored=maxstorage; 

 end 

end 
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